
 

Weekly Topic Tasks  

for Year 2 

w/c Monday 27.4.20 
 

Our new topic for this term is ‘That’s Incredible’. Our 

first focus is an Incredible Building with the focus being 

Castles. 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

Draw a Dragon 

Using the drawing instructions on p.2, draw your own dragon. Once 

completed, colour it in and even add a background to it! 

Tuesday Writing - describing your Dragon 

Write some sentences to describe the dragon the you created the day 

before. Think about words to describe your dragon: its colour, how it 

moves, what it looks like, where it lives, how it behaves. 

e.g. My dragon has a red spotty body with sharp spike all the way down 

its back. 

Wednesday ICT 

We’d like you to access your welearn account and use the PurpleMash 

programme 2Paint to recreate your dragon online. Save it in your own 

work folder. 
If you are struggling to access PurpleMash, here are some other options: 

-Use the Paint programme on a PC 

-Download a painting App on tablets - something like App Finger Paint 

-Otherwise create another dragon using their imagination - maybe collage it 

or paint it 

Thursday Design your own family coat of arms 

A coat of arms is a way of telling other people how important you are 

and something about yourself. Use the guide on p.3 to help you! 

Friday Make a shield for your coat of arms 

Using a piece of cardboard from a cereal packet or brown 

box, create your own shield. Draw and colour your coat of 

arms that you created and a handle at the back. 

 

Maths Extra Activity – 3D shapes: Look around your house to find and name 3D shapes. 

We’d like you to write the shape names and to write about their properties (number of 

vertices, edges and faces). Think about how they are different or similar to each other as 

well. 

3D shapes: Sphere, Cube, Cuboid, Cylinder, Cone and Square based pyramid.  
  



How to draw a dragon 

Follow the step by step images to create your own verion! 

 
  



 

 

A coat of arms is a way of showing other people who you are and what is important to you – 

family, friends, pets, activities you enjoy or toys you like. Coats of arms have both words and 

pictures of things that show who you are. Design your own coat of arms using this template 

to help you. 


